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Across large parts of the world, wildlife has to coexist with human activity in highly modified and

fragmented landscapes. Combining concepts from population viability analysis and spatial reserve design,

this study develops efficient quantitative methods for identifying conservation core areas at large, even

national or continental scales. The proposed methods emphasize long-term population persistence, are

applicable to both fragmented and natural landscape structures, and produce a hierarchical zonation of

regional conservation priority. The methods are applied to both observational data for threatened

butterflies at the scale of Britain and modelled probability of occurrence surfaces for indicator species in

part of Australia. In both cases, priority landscapes important for conservation management are identified.

Keywords: connectivity; reserve selection; site selection algorithm; conservation planning;

landscape zonation
1. INTRODUCTION

Steep past (Groombridge 1992; Gaston et al. 2003;

Thomas et al. 2004b) and projected (Brooks et al. 1997;

Sala et al. 2000; Thomas et al. 2004a) declines in

biodiversity highlight the need to develop conservation

strategies for regions that have already been substantially

modified by human activities. In these areas, traditional

conservation, namely the protection of untransformed

landscapes as large individual reserves, is difficult to apply.

Yet, the biodiversity value of modified landscapes and of

archipelagos of small habitat fragments can still be high

(Jongman & Pungetti 2004), and human activities (e.g.

low intensity farming) can be compatible with the

maintenance of biodiversity within these regions (Tucker

& Evans 2004).

Conservation strategies for fragmented or modified

regions need to prioritize areas where populations are

most likely to persist in the long-term (Margules & Pressey

2000; Cabeza & Moilanen 2001): usually where a given

species’ habitats are common, of high quality, and close

together (Hanski 1998; Hanski & Ovaskainen 2000).

Whilst this qualitative message is widely accepted,

quantitative multi-species applications to identify priority

landscapes at the spatial scale of entire countries have been

limited: for most species in most landscapes, insufficient

ecological data, population parameters or habitat distri-

bution information are available to allow the application of

simulation modelling (Sjögren-Gulve & Ebenhard 2000)

or calculation of the capacity of the landscape to support
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populations (Hanski & Ovaskainen 2000). The challenge

we address here is to develop multi-species landscape-

scale conservation planning methods that target popu-

lation persistence but have data-requirements that do not

preclude their use in the real world.

We calculate population connectivity surfaces of

individual species (correlated with the likelihood that

populations will persist; Hanski 1998; Hanski & Ovaskai-

nen 2000), and use these as a basis for zoning (prioritizing)

landscapes for multi-species conservation. Highly con-

nected landscapes are areas where species are normally

most widely distributed (at multiple scales, Kunin 1998),

have the highest actual and effective (genetic) population

sizes, are least likely to become extinct, and where they

also have the greatest likelihood of colonizing fresh habitat

that is created either naturally (e.g. through succession) or

by human intervention (e.g. by restoration). For those

regions and taxa for which observational data are sparse,

connectivity surfaces can be calculated from modelled

probability of occurrence surfaces for each species

(Guisan & Zimmermann 2000): regions with high levels

of predicted occurrence are expected to have highest

carrying capacities and lowest extinction rates. In

summary, ecological, economic and logistic requirements

demand that high connectivity be maintained for biodi-

versity priority areas (Hanski 1998; Debinski &Holt 2000;

Gaston et al. 2002; Possingham et al. 2000).

We apply our methods to two different scenarios. Our

first application concerns landscape prioritization for

butterfly conservation in Britain based on connectivity

surfaces calculated directly from observational data

for 57 (excluding re-introduced and vagrant) species
q 2005 The Royal Society
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(Asher et al. 2001). Our second application concerns

conservation planning in the Hunter Valley Central Coast

(HCC) region of eastern Australia. This example utilises

modelled probability of occurrence surfaces for seven

priority fauna species (Wintle et al. 2005). In Britain,

essentially all habitats have been modified and distri-

butions of species reflect land management by humans, as

well as natural processes. In contrast, the HCC region is

comprised of a few large contiguous natural forest areas

and many remnant forest fragments with high conserva-

tion value in an urban–agricultural matrix of little

conservation value. Local conservation planning aims

to ameliorate the impacts of urban and agricultural

expansion, the primary threat to species persistence in

the HCC region.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Distribution data

For the British butterflies we use a data set of 1.55 million

butterfly location!species observations made during

1995–1999 by approximately 10 000 amateur naturalists.

The records were available through the Butterflies for the

NewMillennium project (Asher et al. 2001). All records were

converted to presence/absence in 1 km2 of the Ordnance

Survey National Grid.

The HCC prioritization is based on probabilities of

occurrence predicted by statistical habitat models (120!

140 km2 area at a 100 m grid cell resolution) for seven priority

species in the HCC region (Wintle et al. in press): the koala

(Phascolarctos cinereus), the tiger quoll (Dasyurus maculatus),

the squirrel glider (Petaurus norfolcensis), the yellow-bellied

glider (Petaurus australis), themasked owl (Tyto novaehollandiae),

the powerful owl (Ninox strenua), and the sooty owl (Tyto

tenbricosa). The HCC Regional Environmental Management

Strategy has commissioned the development of these models

expressly for the purpose of conservation planning.

(b) The Zonation algorithm

Because the distributions of different species are likely to

overlap only partially (figure 1a–c), efficient landscape

prioritization requires the identification of areas that support

high connectivity for many species simultaneously (figure 1d ).

Our approach is the Zonation algorithm, which starts from

the full landscape, and then iteratively discards locations (grid

cells) of lowest value from the edge of the remaining area, thus

maintaining a high degree of structural connectivity in the

remaining habitat. The order of cell removal gives a landscape

zoning with most important areas remaining last. Limiting

cell removal to the edge of the remaining area is very

important because it allows the identification of a nested

sequence of aggregated landscape structures with the high

priority core areas of species distributions remaining until the

last, and previously removed areas showing as lower priority

buffer zones. A nested zoning can easily be visualized and

interpreted for the purpose of conservation planning. Other

currently used methods for generating aggregated spatial

reserve designs do not produce nested solutions (see Cabeza

et al. 2004). Edge removal also has the advantage of reducing

computation times by orders of magnitude (because only

some cells are candidates for removal), making it possible to

apply Zonation to extremely large landscapes with high

spatial resolution and allowing rigorous sensitivity analysis

within practical time-frames.
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The following algorithm description is in terms of the

proportion of the distribution of species j in cell i, qij;

qijZpij =
P

k pkj , where pij is any measure of the abundance

of species j in cell i. For the butterflies of Britain we used

pijZIij (connectivity, below), but pij could as well be a

modelled probability of occurrence (as for HCC), or some

measure of abundance, density, vegetation cover or eco-

system type etc.

The rate of loss of value is minimized using measure

di Zmax
j

qijwj

QjðSÞci
; ð2:1Þ

in which wj is weight of species j, and ci is cost of site i. At each

step, di is calculated for all sites at the edge of the remaining

area, and the site having smallest di is removed. Candidates

for removal must have at least one 8-neighbour cell that

already has been removed. Initially, edge is defined as cells

either at the borders of the study area or as cells neighbouring

missing data. The order of removal is recorded to allow

identification of the landscape zoning. Importantly, equation

(2.1) calculates cell value as the maximum biological value

over all species rather than as the sum of species-specific

value. Utilising such a sum could result in the replacement of

cells having high value to a particular species by groups of

cells with low to moderate value for several other species (thus

allowing core areas of species occurring in otherwise species-

poor areas to be wiped out). This is not satisfactory if the

aim is to assure the retention of some high quality areas for all

species.

The important feature of equation (2.1) is term Qj(S)Z
Si2Sqij, which is the proportion of the original distribution of

species j located in the set of remaining cells S. Essentially,

when part of the distribution of a species is lost; the

importance of remaining habitat for that species increases

as Qj(S) decreases. This ensures that core areas of individual

species are retained even if they occur in species-poor regions,

and prevents the early removal of core areas of even the

initially widespread species. The last sites to be removed

would be those sites having strong occurrences of high

priority (high weight) species.

In other applications of Zonation, one might use a pre-

processing step to discard low quality (urban etc.) locations

from the landscape to provide extra starting points (edge) for

the iterative cell removal process. For this purpose, sites can

be ranked using RiZmaxjwjqij =ci ; and a given fraction of sites

with lowest values can then be removed. For both of the

present analyses inclusion of an initial removal of 10–20% of

the landscape made negligible difference for final results and

therefore this step was omitted.
(c) Identification of priority landscapes

We classified spatially separate blocks of land (having multiple

grid cells) present in a priority zone (top 10% of area for the

butterflies and top 20% for the indicator species at the HCC)

into priority landscapes. A block was joined to a landscape if it

was near enough and similar enough in faunal composition to

any other block in the same landscape. For the butterflies our

distance requirement was less than 10 km, which corresponds

to the approximate maximum colonization distance of

intermediate mobility species (Thomas et al. 2001). For the

indicator species the distance criterion was 5 km. Our faunal

dissimilarity measure between two separate blocks of land

A and B is d(A, B)ZJK1SjjcAjKcBjj. Here cAj is a relative

density rank for species j in block A, and J is the number of
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species having either cAjO0 or cBjO0. We define cAj with

respect to log intervals around the average density of the

species in the selected landscape. Let mSjZE[qij]i2S be the

mean density of species j calculated over all cells i included in

the selected landscape S. We define cAjZ0 (species practically

absent), if E[qij]i2A!0.01mSj. Respectively, cAj gets values 1

(rare), 2, 3, 4 or 5 (relatively very abundant) corresponding

with intervals [0.01mSj, 0.1mSj), [0.1mSj, mSj), [mSj, 10mSj),

[10mSj, 100mSj), and more than 100mj. In the analysis we

required d(A, B)%0.3, meaning that if blocks A and B are to

go into the same landscape, then at most three species out of

10 can have a one order of magnitude difference in the

occurrence rates between sites A and B. Note that a rank of

cAjZ0 is given to all blocks A having mAj!0.01mSj, because

otherwise the far tails of connectivity distributions would

identify artefactual differences between blocks of land from

which species are in fact absent.

In addition to the distance conditions, we required a

priority landscape to contain some core area that is retained in

the cell removal process until a very late stage. This reflects

our desire to build the priority landscapes around the very

best core areas available. For the butterflies we used the top

0.5% fraction, and for the indicator species we used the top

5% fraction, which reflects the fact that the indicator species

are comparatively widespread and do not have very distinct

small core areas.

(d) Connectivity computations

Although zonation can be used with any kind of distribution

data, the use of connectivity distributions has special

meaning: connectivity computations increase the importance

of the habitat matrix between known populations or suitable

habitat. This makes it possible to identify potentially

important dispersal and buffer habitats for patchy or

fragmented species distributions. Our use of connectivity

is comparable to the utilisation density distribution in

home-range analyses: i.e. assuming that species use the

landscape at the locations of observations and also around

them (Worton 1989).

In the case of British butterflies connectivity is a species-

based measures of landscape utilisation, which could be

calculated without exact knowledge of species’ habitat

requirements and population dynamical parameters. The

connectivity (see Moilanen & Nieminen 2002) for species j in

grid cell i was calculated as IijZ
P

k expðKaj dikÞAkj ; where dik
is the distance between cells i and k, and Akj is the size of the

source population k. For the butterflies Akj was 1, 2 and 3,

respectively, for a maximum of 1, 2–9 and more than 9

individuals sighted/visit. These categories correspond to

those used by butterfly recorders in data collection for

Asher et al. (2001), and we use the ordinal scale as a robust

measure reflecting the likelihood of the site having a local

breeding population. Parameter aj gives the dispersal capacity

of each species. Values of a corresponding to yearly butterfly

movements range from 0.25 for the most dispersive species

(10% of individuals disperse more than 9.2 km), to 3 (10%

move more than 0.76 km), based on prior knowledge of

relative dispersal capacities (Cowley et al. 2001). Because we

are concerned about population connectivity in a more than

1 year time scale, we (heuristically) divided these values by

two (doubling the dispersal distances) to reflect the

importance of infrequent long-distance movements to

population dynamics in a longer time scale. For efficiency

reasons, connectivity computations (Iij, above) for large
Proc. R. Soc. B (2005)
landscapes should implemented via the use of the fast Fourier

transform algorithm (Brewster & Allen 1997).

For the HCC, the connectivity computation was applied

to the probability of occurrence surfaces (described byWintle

et al. in press) to identify areas where many cells with high

predicted probabilities of occurrence are concentrated: such

areas are expected to contain contiguous or connected

populations, where persistence is most likely. In contrast,

isolated sites achieve low connectivity, such that isolated sites

with high local quality lose relative value. Note that this kind

of a computation is most relevant when working at a high

spatial resolution, where even a good quality region is likely to

be a mosaic of high quality sites interspersed with less optimal

habitat. (For coarse-resolution analyses, where most connec-

tivity occurs within single grid cells, Zonation might be

applied to unconverted probability of occurrence surfaces.)

Values of a for the species were 1.5 (squirrel glider), 1.0

(koala, yellow-footed glider), 0.75 (tiger quoll), 0.5 (masked

owl, sooty owl) and 0.25 (powerful owl).
3. RESULTS
Figure 2a shows a landscape prioritization (zoning) for

British butterflies, based on species-specific surfaces of

population connectivity. Most high priority landscapes are

species-rich regions in southern England, which contain

core areas of the distributions of many rare species.

Nonetheless, high priority areas are also found in Scot-

land, where the core areas of five northern species occur.

The most important 10% of area (figure 2a) included

3868 separate (usually multi-cell) blocks of land, which

demonstrates a high degree of fragmentation of distri-

butions of threatened species in modified habitats at this

scale. Some of these small fragments have populations that

are populations that are dynamically connected and, for

conservation purposes, should be managed as part of the

same landscape. To identify such landscapes, we grouped

together blocks of land to reflect their natural biological

affinities and proximity to one another (figure 2b, see §2).

This procedure identified 75 landscapes that cover 4.9%

of the British land surface, and could logically be identified

as single landscapes with respect to long-term population

dynamics and conservation management. This method

provides a means by which conservation planning for

British butterflies can move forward from the current

focus on sites for the rarest and most threatened species

(e.g. the UK Biodiversity Action Plan, UK Biodiversity

Steering Group 1995), to the conservation of landscapes

that will maintain the entire butterfly fauna.

Figure 3 shows a landscape prioritization for detailed

regional planning at a high spatial resolution in the HCC

region, based on connectivity surfaces derived from

habitat models (Wintle et al. in press). A hierarchy of

solutions with significant habitat aggregation is found both

for the UK butterflies and the Hunter valley even though

they are based on different data at different spatial scales.

The connectivity computation makes a great difference to

the small-scale spatial pattern of the recommended reserve

area of HCC: a 20% solution based directly on probability

of occurrence includes 3915 often closely spaced distinct

blocks of land (separate analysis, not shown). In contrast,

calculations based on connectivity produce only 22

compact and well connected blocks (figure 3), which are
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Figure 1. Example connectivity surfaces for three butterfly species, (a) Polyommatus bellargus, (b) Hamearis lucina and
(c)Hesperia comma in south-east England. Grey and black indicate areas having connectivity more than 0.1% andmore than 1%,
respectively, of themaximum for each species. (d ) Areas of overlap of the connectivity surfaces shown in panels (a–c): black, dark
grey and light grey indicate overlap for 3, 2 and 1 species, respectively. Outlines for the management landscapes for these species
derived using the Zonation algorithm (below) are shown with colours. (d ) Demonstrates how conservation recommendations
obtained by graphically delineating overlap areas of species distributions may differ from a more detailed numerical analysis of
the same situation: in these three-species cases, zonation does select some areas where all three species are present, but it also
selects some two- and one-species areas where individual species have particularly high connectivity. Lines show 100 km OS
National Grid.
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well suited as starting points for local conservation

planning.

We assessed the use of weights in Zonation for the

British butterflies. We classified species as habitat

specialists or wider-countryside species (Asher et al.

2001) and weighted them as 10 and 1, respectively: the

specialists have declined (Warren et al. 2001) whereas the

wider-countryside species survive in a multitude of rural

and urban landscapes outside protected areas. Figure 4a,b

demonstrate the success of our approach: more than 90%

of the original summed connectivity of high and medium

priority (Asher et al. 2001) species is retained in a small

fraction (less than 10%) of the landscape identified as high

priority zones in our analysis. Low priority species lose

more of their distribution (figure 4c) because they have

much larger initial distributions (figure 4d ). A higher

fraction is retained for habitat specialists than for wider

countryside species, as expected due to the weighting of

species (figure 4b,c). Even following a high proportional loss

of connectivity, the low priority species still retain higher

absolute levels of connectivity within reserve areas than the

habitat specialists (figure 4d ). The situation is different in

the Hunter Valley, where the top 20% fraction of the

remaining forest (12.9% of the total land surface) includes

only more than 25% of the distributions of all indicator

species. Because the indicators have wide but mostly non-

overlapping distributions, essentially none of the remain-

ing forest cover can be lost without some predicted loss of

biological value. Nonetheless, the core area of each species

is covered by our solution (figure 3).

Sensitivity analyses reveal that our recommended

solutions are not overly dependent on dispersal abilities

assumed in connectivity computations or species weights

used in Zonation. Doubling or halving dispersal distances

(for UK and HCC) caused the identity of ca 15% of cells

in the top 10% zone to change. For the butterflies of

Britain, 74.3% of the grid cells in the top 10% of our base
Proc. R. Soc. B (2005)
solution (figure 2a) were also included when all species

received equal weights, the latter giving more emphasis to

regions with strong occurrences of common species. The

corresponding value was 98.7% when only habitat

specialist species were used in the analysis, indicating

that the habitat specialists are strongly driving the zoning

when using our default 10 : 1 weighting.
4. DISCUSSION
In Britain’s highly fragmented landscape, conservation

effort must be closely targeted and the zoning approach

provides a suitable framework. For the British butterflies,

zone 1 (figure 2a; top 5% of area) represents regions

where targeted conservation of semi-natural or natural

vegetation is most important for the long-term mainten-

ance of the threatened butterfly fauna. Zone 2 (5–10%)

might suggest areas where strong environmental input into

land use planning would be helpful (in addition to the

protection of key habitats). In other cases, zone 2 would

represent areas of regional, more than national, priority.

Elsewhere, conservation would principally be mediated

through policies related to sustainable land use (keeping

common species common and maintaining ecosystem

services), although these areas may be important for other

groups of animals or plants (see Prendergast et al. 1993).

In the HCC at least 20% of the remaining forest could be

retained (figure 3a): regions between the recommended

priority core areas would be natural targets for landscape

ecological planning including the establishment and

maintenance of connecting corridors.

The primary purpose of the proposed method, in most

cases, will not be to propose a detailed reserve structure,

but to identify landscapes that could be subjected to more

detailed planning. Our approach produces a hierarchy of

priorities, using connectivity derived either from raw

distribution data or from modelled probability of
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Figure 3. (a) Landscape prioritization for the indicator species in Hunter Valley, eastern Australia. Colour-scale as in figure 2a.
(b) Priority landscape groupings based on the top 20% zone (see §2).

Figure 2. (a) Landscape prioritization zones for British butterflies. Colour-scale from low to high priority (cumulative percent of
landscape removed when the focal cell is removed): dark blue 0–60%, light blue 60–80%, yellow 80–90%, orange 90–95% and
red 95–100%. (b) Priority landscape groupings based on the top 10% zone. Each landscape (shown by a colour) contains blocks
of land that are close together, similar in species composition, and contain a core area present late in the cell removal process
(see §2). (c) and (d ) show partial enlargements of (a) and (b). Lines in (d ) show 100 km OS National Grid.
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occurrence as the basis for generating the aggregation of

priority areas. Our methods conceptually draw on land-

scape-scale population studies that deal with persistence

(MacArthur & Wilson 1967; Levin 1974; Hanski 1998;

Hanski & Ovaskainen 2000), as well as reserve selection
Proc. R. Soc. B (2005)
approaches, that deal with complementary representation

of species (see Margules & Pressey 2000; Cabeza &

Moilanen 2001; Cabeza et al. 2004; Williams et al. 2004

for reviews). The use of connectivity-based distributions in

Zonation is a practical means of incorporating elements of
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Figure 4. (a–c) Proportion of original distribution (connectivity) retained for each of the 57 British butterfly species as a function
of proportion of landscape remaining as lower priority zones are removed. Habitat specialists (weight 10) and wider countryside
species (weight 1) are shown with solid and dashed lines, respectively. (a) High priority species. (b) Medium priority species.
(c) Low priority species. (d ) Relationship between amount of connectivity for species in the full original landscape and the
proportion retained in the top 5% landscape: shown for high (triangles), medium (circles) and low (squares) priority species, and
for habitat specialists (filled symbols) and wider countryside species (empty).
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both approaches. Themethods can be applied to very large

data sets containing thousands of species in multi-million

element landscapes. They can also be applied to undis-

turbed as well as human-dominated regions of the world.
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